A NEW STATUTORY REGIME DESIGNED TO ADDRESS THE HARMS OF MINORS Sexting WHILE GIVING A MORE APPROPRIATE PUNISHMENT: A MARRYING OF NEW REVENGE PORN STATUTES WITH TRADITIONAL CHILD PORNOGRAPHY LAWS
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ABSTRACT

There has been much controversy in the legal community over how to deal with the new phenomenon of minors sexting. Some states have addressed minors sexting by charging and convicting under child pornography laws. However, convicting under child pornography laws has led to harsh results and questions about whether the application of child pornography laws is appropriate. Other states have come up with alternative solutions to convicting under child pornography laws such as education, while other states have amended legislation to specifically address sexting. A more recent phenomenon, which is linked to sexting and has been designed to address adults, is the criminality of revenge porn. This Note argues that a new statutory regime that is based primarily on revenge porn statutes while including the intent aspects of child
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pornography laws can address the harms of minors sexting while giving a more appropriate punishment. Specifically, the new statutory regime encompasses minors, applies to all forms of media distribution, pertains to all types of victims, and, specifically for minors, does not require a specific intent or the victim to suffer severe emotional distress.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When Jessica Logan, an ordinary Ohio teenager, decided to take a nude photo of herself and send it to her boyfriend, she did not expect that
those actions would eventually end her life. What seemed like a fun flirtatious act at the time, turned for the worst after Jessica broke up with her boyfriend, who, in turn, sent the photos to other high school girls. The girls who received the photos rapidly circulated them. Jessica then began having troubles at school. For instance, as the pictures started to circulate, Jessica began skipping classes and losing focus in her studies. The problems at school worsened when children began harassing Jessica and throwing objects at her. Jessica’s mother became concerned when she was alerted to the problem and asked the high school administration to intervene. However, the school chose not to get involved. Jessica reached out to the school’s guidance counselor who informed her that “he could ask the students to delete the photo from their cell phones, but there was nothing else he could do.” The guidance counselor did, however, take the opportunity to ask Jessica to submit to an interview to inform others about the dangers of sexting. Following the interview, the harassment from students increased rather than decreased. After the continued harassment, Jessica committed suicide.

This story illustrates how some teen sexting scenarios involve an ambiguous intent, and the harmful consequences that can occur long after the initial sext is sent. Do we have adequate statutes to address the problem of minors sexting? What do we make of Jessica Logan’s story? Is it child pornography? Is it revenge porn? Or is another statute needed to address the harms of minor’s sexting?

Sexting has puzzled the legal community. With the increased capabilities of cell phones and their becoming a primary method of
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communication, the act of sexting has dramatically increased resulting in unforeseen consequences. Sexting is the act of sending sexually explicit photos through cell phones. It involves four aspects: the subject of the photo, the photographer, the distributor, and the recipient of the photo. It has notable harms, including: effects on one’s reputation, job security, and friendships; subject to harassment and exploitation; risk of conviction under child pornography laws; and impacts on general emotional well-being. The legal system has struggled with how to address the issue of sexting and what law is most appropriate. Federal law has made the production and distribution of child pornography illegal and without protection of the First Amendment. States have largely had flexibility in defining their child pornography laws. Some states have charged and convicted under child pornography; however, many states have felt that the punishment under child pornography laws is too harsh for sexting. For instance, Philip Alpert, a Florida teenager, sent nude photos of his ex-girlfriend to his friends after a breakup, and as a result, he was convicted under child pornography laws and had to register as a sex offender. To avoid such harsh punishment for sexting, some states have chosen not to convict but to instead resolve the situation with non-legal solutions, others have amended current laws to better reflect sexting and still others have proposed altogether new sexting legislation. States are looking for alternative solutions to charging under child pornography.
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Other states have turned to "revenge porn" statutes to address the harms of sexting. Revenge porn generally refers to the act of a person sharing photos of a person that they once were in a relationship with as revenge, similar to what Alpert did.23 As the act of distributing photos without one’s permission has, for the most part, not been criminalized, people have had to turn to civil remedies to try to compensate for their damages. Recently, however, both New Jersey and California have passed legislation aimed at revenge porn.24 Both pieces of legislation have been met with criticism and there is opportunity to develop this legislation.25 Although revenge porn statutes have addressed some of the harms of adults sexting, they have not been applied to minors because, traditionally, minors sexting has fallen under child pornography laws.26

However, this Note proposes that when dealing with minors, a new statutory regime that parallels revenge porn statutes, but does not require specific intent similar to child pornography laws, would better address the harms of minors’ sexting while giving a more appropriate punishment. Although nude photos are prolific, and therefore there is a chance they may not surface; nonetheless, the permanency of the Internet presents a cognizable risk that photos will surface and cause harm to a minor. Further, this Note’s proposed solution provides a more appropriate punishment because child pornography laws were designed to protect against pedophiles, while sexting images are taken for the child’s own purposes and the primary distribution is consensual. Therefore, a pedophile and a minor that secondarily distributes a sext, should not have the same punishment as they do not pose the same threat or cause the same harm.27

This Note specifically addresses cases of sexting where a minor sends
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a photo to another with an expectation of privacy, and the recipient of the photo engages in a secondary sending of the sext without the consent of the original sender. This Note proceeds in five parts. Part II provides the background understanding of the phenomenon of sexting. In this part, the Note discusses how sexting began, what sexting is, and what the harms of sexting are. Part III discusses the current legislative attempts to deal with sexting, including a look at both federal and state child pornography laws, and, further states' amendments to deal with sexting specifically. Part IV discusses the phenomenon of revenge porn. In this part, the Note discusses what revenge porn is, how victims have addressed the problems in the civil system, and the current legislation criminalizing revenge porn. Finally, in Part V, the Note proposes that a new statutory regime be developed which is based primarily on revenge porn legislation while incorporating the intent aspects of child pornography laws which specifically address the harms of minors sexting, while giving an appropriate punishment to the person who distributes the photo without the consent of the person depicted. Specifically, the proposed statutory regime should be applicable to minors, encompass all forms of distribution, pertain to both victims who originally took their photo or had their photo taken, and not require an intent by the distributor or require victims to have suffered severe emotional distress at the time of conviction. Further, in addition to the legislation, educational programs should be conducted to educate minors about sexting and the new statutory regime.

II. PHENOMENON OF SEXTING

To understand the legal ramifications of sexting, it is vital to have an understanding of the sexting phenomenon including: how sexting began, what the definition of sexting is, and what the harms associated with sexting are against which society is trying to protect.

A. HOW DID THE SEXTING PHENOMENON BEGIN?

Recently, new technology has proliferated to allow younger and younger minors to have access to cell phones. This proliferation has caused new ways to communicate and, along with that, harmful consequences that current laws do not adequately reflect. Research has shown that as early as 2004, “[45] percent of teenagers owned cell
This number is significant as "most Americans of any age did not own cell phones prior to the turn of the twenty-first century." Further, only six years later, in 2010, the percentage of teenagers who owned a cell phone rose to 75 percent. With teenagers spending a majority of time in school or with their parents, texting on cell phones has become a primary method of communication amongst the younger population. To illustrate the importance of texting to teenagers, in 2010, 88 percent of teenagers used the texting function on their cell phone. Further, roughly "[50] percent of teens send about 1,500 texts per month." Additionally, as cell phone technology developed, inclusion of a camera became the norm. Studies have shown that 39 percent of teens have used the camera function to take and send pictures in a text message. Therefore, texting on cell phones has become an essential aspect of a teenager's life, both socially and functionally. However, some minors have used the camera and text function to participate in an activity called sexting, by which an individual sends sexually explicit photos by cell phone. The problems with text messaging are that a text can be sent in mere seconds, the information cannot be retracted, and the text can be preserved. Therefore, sexting has caused much controversy within the legal community.

**B. WHAT IS Sexting?**

The word sexting is a blend of the words "sex" and "texting." Sexting is not a legal term; however, Oxford English Dictionary has recognized the word as meaning "the sending of sexually explicit texts and
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pictures by cell phone." More clearly, the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children ("NCMEC") defined sexting as "writing sexually explicit messages, taking sexually explicit photos of themselves or others in their peer group, and transmitting those photos and/or messages to their peers." Every sext involves "four different roles: (1) the subject of the photo, (2) 'the person who took the photo,' (3) 'the distributor(s) of the photo,' and (4) 'the recipient(s) of the photo.'" Sexting can occur between two minors, between a minor and an adult, or between two adults.

Kath Albury and Kate Crawford, in *Sexting, Consent and Young People’s Ethics: Beyond Megan’s Story*, state that there are three main contexts of sexting: sharing exclusively between two people in a romantic relationship, between two people in a relationship and with others, and between two people where at least one hopes that a relationship will begin. Moreover, sexting involves both primary and secondary actions. Primary sexting is when a person takes a photo of themselves and sends the photo to another person, the intended recipient. Secondary sexting occurs when the intended recipient distributes the photo to others. The three contexts of sexting, whether primary or secondary, are important to understand as the law has reacted to each differently. For instance, prosecutors have traditionally not charged and, if charged, courts have not convicted girls who initiated the distribution of photos which were then secondarily distributed. However, in most cases, secondary distributors of photos who distributed them without the initial sender's consent have been charged and convicted. This Note will specifically focus on sexting involving minors and how the harms of secondary sexting can be reduced.

In 2008, The National Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy administered a survey to teens and young adults to gain an accurate perspective of the impact of sexting. The survey indicated that 22 percent of females and 18 percent of males sent or posted nude photos
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of themselves. Further, approximately 70 percent of those who sent the sexual text messages sent them to a significant other. Teens have described the process of sending sexts as a common “fun and flirtatious” activity in a technology-based world. Many have described the process as a type of “mating ritual” used to court or attract the other sex. To illustrate why minors sext, CosmoGirl conducted a survey which found that sexts were sent as a “sexy present” to significant others, and that many considered the activity “flirty.” Although many of the participants in the survey recognized that “sexting can have negative consequences,” it is still a growing phenomenon done with “some regularity.” Many teachers in schools have noted that students are not aware of the ramifications of sexting.

C. THE HARMS OF SEXTING AND WHAT SOCIETY IS TRYING TO PROTECT

Because sexting can be completed at the push of a button and control can be lost at the point of sending, sexting can cause much harm. There are numerous harms that can affect the subject of the photo, who is normally the person who took the photo. First, sexting can cause harm to one’s reputation and can especially affect potential job opportunities. For instance, employers often will do an online search looking for any inappropriate photos or videos online before hiring an individual. Therefore, one photo could potentially affect a career twenty or thirty years down the road. However, it could be argued that because of the Internet and new digital era of photos, the prolific amount of photos may reduce the chance of one inappropriate photo surfacing on an Internet search. Also, many job recruiters or employers may not conduct a search looking for sexually explicit photos. Nonetheless, because the Internet can
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preserve photos, and, with enough search terms, identify a person, it is a distinct possibility that a precise search could recover a sexual photo posted on the Internet. Additionally, even if certain lower, entry-level jobs may not conduct the same type of search as high level positions, the photo could surface years after the photo was taken and affect one's career.

Second, teens who have sexted could face exploitation, harassment, and bullying caused by the widespread distribution of the sent photo. For example, recipients of the photo could threaten to send the photo out to other people if their demands are not met by the sender. Although this form of blackmail could occur within a relationship, it most commonly happens after the relationship has ended acrimoniously. In either situation, blackmail results in harm to the minor. Further, psychological and emotional harm can continue throughout the life of an individual affected by a sext because of the permanency of the photo. The victim can be re-victimized after every re-posting of the photo. There have been far too many suicides resulting from a child who has faced the embarrassment of a sexual photo being released to people other than the intended recipient.

Third, an additional harm to sexting, which is at the forefront of the legal community, is that it could encourage the child pornography market. Once the images have been distributed, proliferation can be hard to control, and if the child pornography market acquires the photo, the child could potentially be re-victimized over a lifetime. Also, the person who receives the photo and sends the photo to one or more people can be subject to the harm of being charged under child pornography laws. If convicted, these minors can be labeled as sex offenders and be subject to a stigma that can affect their life in many ways.

Because of all the notable harms associated with sexting, the legal community recognizes the need to address sexting. However, the legal community has struggled to determine whether existing laws should
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address sexting or whether new laws should be adopted.  

III. SEXTING AND THE LAW: CHILD PORNOGRAPHY

The question of how the law should address minors' sexting has not reached the United States Supreme Court, and therefore, states have struggled to confront sexting under the current law. Because the act of sexting resembles child pornography, many states have been addressing the issue under child pornography laws. However, some states have dealt with the phenomenon by creating amendments to existing law or by proposing sexting-specific legislation.

A. SUMMARY OF FEDERAL LAW

Before the 1970s, child pornography was regulated by "obscenity" laws, which had to pass the Miller obscenity standard to be subject to criminal liability. To determine whether the material qualified as obscene, the Miller test evaluated:

(a) whether "the average person, applying contemporary community standards" would find that the work, taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest; (b) whether the work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state law; and (c) whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value.

Because the Miller obscenity standard was fairly narrow, some child pornography was able to fall within the protections of the First Amendment. To address this problem, the Supreme Court subsequently "sanctioned the criminalization of child pornography, deeming it a separate category of material outside the protection of the First Amendment." The Court enacted a lesser standard: "A trier of fact need not find that the material appeals to the prurient interest of the average person; it is not required that sexual conduct portrayed be done so in a
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patently offensive manner; and the material at issue need not be considered as a whole.\(^\text{76}\)

Additionally, the First Amendment does not protect images of child pornography.\(^\text{77}\) Federal law under \$ 2256 of Title 18 of the United States Code “defines child pornography as any visual depiction of sexually explicit conduct involving a minor.”\(^\text{78}\) For an image to constitute child pornography, it does not have to depict the child engaging in a sexual activity, but rather, it can be a naked image of a child that is sexually suggestive.\(^\text{79}\) Further, the Federal Government created laws “prohibiting the sale, possession, production, and distribution of child pornography.”\(^\text{80}\)

The rationale behind prohibiting child pornography was decided in New York v. Ferber.\(^\text{81}\) The policy behind child pornography laws is to protect the child.\(^\text{82}\) Child pornography, as noted in New York v. Ferber, “is intrinsically related to child abuse and is a commercial enterprise that provides economic incentive for the continued exploitation of minors.”\(^\text{83}\) Therefore, states have been encouraged to protect children by preventing child pornography in any form that it may be portrayed.\(^\text{84}\) Because child pornography is “in fact [a record] of a crime being committed,” violations of federal law can be severe.\(^\text{85}\) For instance, under 18 U.S.C. \$ 2251, a first time offender can face fifteen to thirty years in prison, in addition to fines.\(^\text{86}\) In addition to federal law, the individual states have freedom to create their own laws on what constitutes child pornography.\(^\text{87}\)

B. SUMMARY OF STATE CHILD PORNOGRAHY LAWS AND SextING

When minors take a sexual picture of themselves and send it to another, both the producer and the recipient are at risk of being charged under a state’s child pornography laws. For instance, recall the Philip
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Alpert case in Florida, in which the eighteen-year-old e-mailed nude pictures of his sixteen-year-old girlfriend to approximately seventy people. Alpert was charged under Florida’s child pornography laws. He was convicted and was required to register as a sex offender. As a result, Alpert was asked to leave the college he was attending, had troubles maintaining a job, and had restrictions on where he could live. Due to the harshness of the result that Alpert faced, the legal world became skeptical as to whether applying child pornography laws was the appropriate punishment and appropriate means of addressing the harms of sexting.

For instance, Dahlia Lithwick, a contributor to *Newsweek*, illustrated the view that child pornography is too harsh of a result by stating that:

The argument that we must prosecute kids as the producers and purveyors of kiddie porn because they are too dumb to understand that their seemingly innocent acts can harm them goes beyond paternalism. Child-pornography laws intended to protect children should not be used to prosecute and then label children as sex offenders.

Moreover, it has been argued that the purpose of child pornography laws is not in line with sexting. The United States Supreme Court discussed the policy behind child pornography laws, including protection against “the harmful effects of the production of child pornography at the hands of an adult.” Unlike child pornography cases in which an adult is taking the photo, minors in a sexting case are not harmed in the immediate production of the image when they send it to a romantic partner. Proponents of child pornography laws not being applied to sexting cases, support their argument that sexting does not meet the harm principle by making sexting analogous to virtual child pornography where children are not harmed in the production and, therefore, would be entitled to First Amendment protection. In summary, many states have taken the position that “charging teens with child pornography offenses for the producing of sexting images serves to victimize them, not protect them” and the
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majority of the teen sexters are not the predators child pornography laws are designed to protect children from.  

Because the application of child pornography laws to sexting cases caused harsh punishment, many states became reluctant to convict individuals under child pornography laws for primary or secondary sexting. For instance, in Colorado, a boyfriend and girlfriend who were sixteen and fifteen, respectively, engaged in sexual intercourse and took phone images of the acts.  Although Colorado would have classified this sexting as child pornography, the state remanded the couple to counseling instead of applying the harsh result of child pornography laws. The state contended “the feeling among some law enforcement is that child pornography laws were not intended to apply in the sexting context.”

Another instance of a state not convicting for sexting was in Ohio. A fifteen-year-old girl took sexual photos of herself on her cell phone and sent the images to some of her classmates. Even though her actions would have been sufficient to be convicted under Ohio’s child pornography laws, the girl avoided criminal prosecution on the condition that she abide by a curfew, avoid cell phones, and be supervised during Internet activity. The state did not convict under their child pornography laws because it would have created a harsh result in which the minor would have been subject to a felony conviction and sex offender registration.

Therefore, it is clear that although states could find a way to have sexting fit within their child pornography statutes, many felt that the child pornography laws were not appropriate in addressing the phenomenon.

As a result, some states turned to amending current child pornography statutes, proposing sexting legislation, or using non-legal solutions such as education. For instance, Ohio has since introduced a program specifically aimed at juvenile sexting offenders. The six-month
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program requires “teen participants of sexting to relinquish their cell phones, participate in community service, and take four hours of educational courses concerning the appropriate and legal use of the Internet and related topics.” Additionally, “Vermont moved minor adjudication for sexting to juvenile court to avoid sex offender registration.” Moreover, some states have considered passing bills aimed at dealing with sexting specifically. This legislation is generally aimed at using education as a solution. Judging by the varied legal responses to sexting and the inconsistent application of child pornography laws, there is a need for an alternative solution to address sexting that is not encompassed by the child pornography laws.

IV. REVENGE PORN: A NEW MOVEMENT

Consider Alex Phillips, a seventeen-year-old boy in Wisconsin who was in a loving relationship with his girlfriend. After a breakup, Phillips posted, without his ex-girlfriend’s consent, two nude photos of her that she had sent to him during the course of their consensual relationship. This teen’s vengeful actions resulted in the state charging Phillips with child pornography—but is this the best course of action? Could aspects of revenge porn statutes provide a better solution?

A. WHAT IS REVENGE PORN?

Generally, “non-consensual pornography is the distribution of sexually graphic images of individuals without their consent.” Non-consensual photography includes pictures initially obtained both with consent and without consent. More specifically, revenge porn has been used to describe when a person, who was once in a consenting relationship, shares nude or partially nude photos of their once significant other without consent and with the intent to cause harm. Often, the
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process of vengeful sharing of photos starts with sexting. Secondary sexting, which can be a form of revenge porn distribution, occurs when the original intended recipient shows or sends the photo to other unintended recipients without the consent of the original sender. Since sexting and the act of vengeful sharing is a relatively new phenomenon, some website developers have even created specific websites to promote the activity. Websites for revenge porn “feature explicit photos posted by ex-boyfriends, ex-husbands and ex-lovers, often accompanied by disparaging descriptions and identifying details, such as where the women live and work, as well as links to their Facebook pages.” These websites have generally been immune to criminal liability.

The effects of revenge porn have included victims losing their jobs or having trouble securing employment, being harassed by strangers, being stalked, being sexually assaulted, losing contact with their friends and family, being forced to change schools, and suffering general emotional consequences. For instance, Ms. Taschinger, a twenty-three-year-old woman, describes her revenge porn experience as making her want to “get into a fetal position and cry.” Often, when victims call the police, they are told there is not much to be done. However, this is now changing.

B. HOW HAVE REVENGE PORN VICTIMS TRIED TO REMEDY THEIR PROBLEM?

In the past, revenge porn victims have threatened to sue website developers, which in some cases has caused them to remove the photos. However, the photos often show up on other websites or soon show up again on the same website. Revenge porn, historically, has not been a criminally sanctioned action, and therefore, victims have had to find civil
remedies. Some victims have sued under their state’s invasion of privacy statute. For instance, the Restatement of Law, Second, Torts, section 652D states:

One who gives publicity to a matter concerning the private life of another is subject to liability to the other for invasion of privacy, if the matter publicized is of the kind that (a) would be highly offensive to a reasonable person and (b) is not legitimate concern to the public.

This statute has been applied to instances when an image is reproduced of a person partially or fully nude and was taken in a place where privacy is expected. However, privacy cases generally involve more in-depth breaches of privacy to be effective.

Another legal alternative that victims have tried to use to address revenge porn is false light claims. The Restatement of the Law, Second, Torts, section 652E has described false light as:

One who gives publicity to a matter concerning another that places the other before the public in a false light is subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, if (a) the false light in which the other was placed would be highly offensive to a reasonable person and (b) the actor had knowledge of or acted in reckless disregard to the falsity of the publicized matter and the false light in which the other would be placed.

The rationale behind a false light claim is to prevent damages to a person’s reputation by depicting them in behavior that they ordinarily would not or have not participated in.

Additionally, victims of revenge porn could sue under a tort action of intentional infliction of emotional distress (“IIED”). For a victim to succeed under IIED, they must show four elements: “(1) the defendant’s conduct was either intentional or reckless; (2) the defendant’s conduct was outrageous and extreme; (3) there was a causal connection between the defendant’s conduct and the emotional distress suffered by the plaintiff;
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and (4) the emotional distress suffered by the plaintiff was severe.”\textsuperscript{137} However, suing under IIED is more of a “novel” approach and it would be hard to satisfy the “outrageous” element.\textsuperscript{138}

Finally, victims have also attempted suing under copyright laws to address the nonconsensual sharing of a photo online.\textsuperscript{139} However, under the Communications Decency Act, section 230, “internet service providers are broadly immunized from liability for harms caused by online content that these companies host and these companies do not generally have any legal obligation to assist the injured party.”\textsuperscript{140} Therefore, it is hard for victims to fulfill the elements of copyright actions.\textsuperscript{141} Additionally, victims who have turned to federal and state harassment and stalking laws have been hindered in that they must show a “pattern,” which can be troublesome in a one-time revenge post by a person.\textsuperscript{142}

In addition to these civil remedies not being specifically created to address revenge porn, civil lawsuits can be expensive for plaintiffs to bring and most people involved in revenge porn are young individuals who generally do not care about civil suits because they do not have many assets.\textsuperscript{143} Further, seeking a civil remedy is a tremendous burden on victims.\textsuperscript{144} Revenge porn has been hard to prosecute as it does not fit within the established law, and alternative remedies such as civil claims do not specifically address the harms of revenge porn.\textsuperscript{145} Therefore, states have started to consider revenge porn statutes.

C. REVENGE PORN STATUTES

As of 2013, there have only been two Acts enacted by state legislatures that address revenge porn.\textsuperscript{146} New Jersey was the first to pass a revenge porn law, and in October of 2013, California was the second state
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to pass such a law.\textsuperscript{147} Both statutes were introduced primarily to address adults distributing revenge porn, leaving children participating in revenge porn to continue to be dealt with under child pornography laws.\textsuperscript{148} Although minors distributing sexts falls under the definition of child pornography, we have seen that child pornography laws do not adequately address the situation and many states do not have a uniform approach.\textsuperscript{149} Therefore, there is an opportunity to utilize aspects of revenge porn statutes in developing a new statutory regime to address minors sexting.

The first revenge porn statute—the New Jersey law—punished the distribution of revenge porn after a university student, who was not a minor, committed suicide because his roommate posted a video of him engaging in a sexual act that was caught on a webcam.\textsuperscript{150} The statute made the action of sharing a nude image of a person without their consent a felony.\textsuperscript{151}

In California, Governor Jerry Brown signed a California bill that would address a “subset of online pornography comprised of graphic images or videos posted to the web without the subject’s consent.”\textsuperscript{152} More specifically, it states:

This bill provides that any person who photographs or records by any means the image of the intimate body part or parts of another identifiable person, under circumstances where the parties agree or understand that the image shall remain private, and the person subsequently distributes the image taken, with the intent to cause serious emotional distress, and the depicted person suffers serious emotional distress, is guilty of disorderly conduct and subject to that same punishment.\textsuperscript{153} Further, the law makes the action a misdemeanor, which could be “punishable by up to six months in jail or a $1,000 fine.”\textsuperscript{154}

Although the California statute was only recently passed, it has already been attacked by many critics who argue that the bill does not go...
far enough, though the general feeling is that the statute is a step in the right direction. Critics raise a number of arguments to support the position that the bill does not go far enough, the first of which is that the bill only protects a minority of victims. For instance, it states that the person who subsequently distributes the photo must have taken the photo of another. Therefore, it only protects victims of revenge porn in which the images were taken by another person and not individuals that take photos of themselves and send them to their significant others. As shown by sexting statistics for teens, 20 percent of teens took nude or partially nude photos of themselves and sent them to other people. Further, “a survey conducted by the Cyber Civil Rights Initiative, a non-profit that confronts abuse online, found that 80 percent of photos published in recent porn cases were self-taken shots, so the California law would only protect a minority of victims.”

Second, the California revenge porn statute requires that the person who distributed the images had an “intent to cause serious emotional distress.” However, critics feel that the act itself is sufficiently malicious. For instance, Emily Bazelon, a Yale Law Fellow and Slate Senior Editor, notes that intent should not be considered because “treating the act of posting a sexual photo without consent [is] an objectively harmful invasion of privacy.”

Finally, another criticism of the California bill is that it is not enough that the victim is concerned, embarrassed, or stressed about the dissemination of the photographs. Rather, the bill reads that the victim must “suffer serious emotional stress.” Therefore, the bill protects only a select few individuals who can show this type of serious hardship.
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Additionally, in response to revenge porn legislation, there has been an on-going debate as to whether revenge porn infringes upon the First Amendment. The American Civil Liberties Union ("ACLU") argues that a bill that addresses revenge porn infringes on the First Amendment rights of individuals. The ACLU stated "the posting of otherwise lawful speech or images even if offensive or emotionally distressing is constitutionally protected." Further, the ACLU noted "the speech must constitute a true threat or violate another otherwise lawful criminal law, such as a stalking or harassment statute, in order to be made illegal." In response to First Amendment concerns, legislators of the California bill narrowed its scope. Florida has proposed similar legislation to that of California and New Jersey to protect against revenge porn, however, the bill did not pass because of concerns that it would violate the First Amendment.

Eric Goldman, a Santa Clara University law professor, and Mary Anne Franks, a University of Miami law professor, held a notable debate on the subject. Goldman believes there is no need to change the law to create liability for people in regard to revenge porn, and people should just refrain from taking naked photos of themselves. However, Franks believes in criminalizing revenge porn. Additionally, Franks contends that the criminalization of revenge porn does not infringe upon the First Amendment. Franks notes: "there is no constitutionally protected right to consume or distribute sexually graphic images of private individuals without their consent any more than there is a constitutionally protected right to distribute obscenity or to engage in threats, harassment, or defamation." Although there are critics of the current legislation and there are First Amendment concerns, states are actively proposing bills to
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address revenge porn.¹⁷⁹

V. A NEW STATUTORY REGIME TO ADDRESS THE HARMs OF MINORS SEXTING THAT IS BASED PRIMARILY ON REVENGE PORN STATUTES WHILE ENCOMPASSING ASPECTS OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY LAWS

As revenge porn statutes are just now being proposed and passed, a door is being opened for a possible solution to address the harms of minors sexting by creating a new statutory regime primarily based on ideas put forth in the current revenge porn statutes while utilizing aspects of child pornography laws to provide a more appropriate solution than merely charging under child pornography. Specifically, because revenge porn has been used for adults and requires a specific intent to harm the victim, this Note will utilize the intent aspects of child pornography to adequately address the protection of minors who participate in sexting. Further, this Note's proposed features for a new statutory regime will address the problems that critics of current revenge porn statutes have highlighted. As some states have yet to enact legislation relating to sexting, there is an opportunity for both state and federal legislation to reflect this proposal.

A. PROPOSED ATTRIBUTES OF NEW STATUTORY REGIME

To address the harms of minors sexting, important attributes based primarily on revenge porn statutes should be included in the statutory regime. First, the proposed legislation should address minors exclusively. The present revenge porn legislation does not address minors because states have been addressing minors who secondary sext by charging them under child pornography laws.¹⁸⁰ Therefore, revenge porn statutes have generally addressed adults because other laws address children. However, because there have been unsettling results with convictions under child pornography laws, there is an opportunity to address minors specifically in a new statutory regime based primarily on revenge porn statutes.

The harm that arises from sexting occurs, not at the point of sending to another intended recipient, but when that intended recipient sends or shows the photo to one or more persons without the consent of the person

¹⁷⁹ Goode, *supra* note 120.

¹⁸⁰ *Id.*
who sent the photo originally. As Clay Calvert notes in *Sex, Cell Phones, Privacy, and the First Amendment: When Children Become Child Pornographers and the Lolita Effect Undermines the Law*, “the harm only occurs if the boyfriends and girlfriends who initially receive the photo later use them for nefarious reasons.” Therefore, revenge porn statutes can be used to address the main link in the harm of minors sexting, which is secondary sexting. While child pornography laws allow for charges against both the primary and secondary sender, the initial or primary sender is traditionally not charged or convicted because many states feel conflicted with charging and convicting the victim. In keeping with this approach, revenge porn legislation actively focuses on punishing the secondary distributor. Similarly, the new statutory regime should address the main harm contributor—the secondary sexter.

Further, unlike the California revenge porn legislation, which only protects a subset of victims, the new statutory regime should protect minors who both took the initial photo and those who had their photo taken. This attribute would address and reflect the criticism of the current revenge porn legislation that the statute does not protect all victims. As mentioned above, a majority of victims of secondary sexting are those who self-produced the image. The harm occurs regardless of who took the photo and the statute should reflect this. Because the new statutory regime is designed to protect minors, the protection should be broader than revenge porn statutes that are aimed specifically to punish adults. Adults have more cognitive development than minors and can foresee more undesirable consequences than minors can see at the time of taking a photo. Therefore, including secondary distribution of self-taken photos as a criminal act would address one of the main critiques of the current revenge porn statutes while addressing minors.

As noted above, revenge porn is the act of a person, who was once in a consenting relationship, sharing sexual photos without the consent of the
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original sender. The new statutory regime should therefore include an aspect of distributing the photo without such consent of the original sender. Consent is an important aspect to address. In regard to minors, it has been argued that consent is a vital aspect of sexting, as teens feel punishment should turn on consent. However, consent is hard to address as “young people under the age of [eighteen] cannot legally consent to appear in images of a sexual nature.” Therefore, the aspect of consent is still applicable to revenge porn and, as minors cannot give consent, the person distributing the photo can never obtain consent.

Further, the only way for one to obtain consent would be from the minor’s parents. Few parents would consent to sexually explicit photos being disseminated and under 18 U.S.C. § 2251, “any parent, legal guardian, or person having custody or control of a minor” who knows or allows their children to participate in images that constitute child pornography are subject to charges under the law. Minors’ inability to consent contributes to addressing the harms associated with sexting. Further, the statute should explicitly say that minors cannot give consent to the type of pictures that are being addressed by revenge porn statutes so that minors have not only clarity, but awareness of this aspect.

Next, the new statutory regime should apply to all forms of distribution, not just posting online, which current revenge porn statutes have focused on. Harm to a minor occurs regardless of whether the photo is shown in person or whether the photo is posted online. Therefore, the legislation should encompass all forms of harmful distribution and include varying degrees of punishment for different types of distribution. For instance, posting the photo online should carry the highest punishment, as it is permanent and can be reproduced, which creates the potential of the victim being re-victimized time after time. This type of distribution should be subject to both a potential fine up to $1,000 and up to five years of jail time, as California has implemented. Further, photos that are shown by the intended recipient to other unintended people should
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have a lesser penalty, as the harm is still great but not as permanent as being posted online. For this type of distribution, the legislation should impart only a fine on the perpetrator of up to $1,000 with no jail time, such as in California’s bill.\textsuperscript{198}

Further, there must be an aspect of criminal intent in order to be convicted under the statute. For instance, the California bill passed to address revenge porn required the distributor to have an “intent to cause serious emotional distress.”\textsuperscript{199} However, the act of showing the photo is what produces the harm. Additionally, minors are different than adults. The revenge porn statute has, as its name suggests, an aspect of revenge. However, a minor distributing a photo secondarily could be doing the act vengefully or negligently. Whether the person showed the photo to a few friends, or posted it online, their intent is irrelevant as the harm is done solely by the act. Therefore, because children are not as cognitively developed as adults, the new statutory regime should, for purposes of the intent of the distributor, reflect child pornography laws rather than revenge porn legislation. Child pornography laws do not require an intent to cause serious emotional distress of the child.\textsuperscript{200} However, § 2251 of 18 U.S.C. subjects a person to liability if they engage in the “production, distribution, reception, and possession of an image of child pornography” regardless of their intent toward the victim.\textsuperscript{201} This proposed intent attribute will not only deter secondary sexting but address critics’ concerns with the current revenge porn legislation.\textsuperscript{202}

Moreover, the proposed statutory regime should not stipulate that the victim suffer severe emotional distress as current revenge porn legislation requires.\textsuperscript{203} Again, this attribute should more accurately reflect child pornography laws rather than revenge porn legislation. Although many of the sexting harms are relatively immediate after the sexting, there are some harms that may not occur until a future time.\textsuperscript{204} For instance, a minor who sends a nude photo to their significant other, who subsequently sends the photo to their friends, may not be directly affected by the distribution until a job interview screening check where the photo surfaces. Therefore, the act itself causes harm that may be realized immediately or at a future
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time. Often, it has been described in child pornography cases that the fact
that a "minor lacks the understanding of the destructiveness of [their]
actions at the time of the crime does not mean [they] [forfeit] the harm
[they] will more tangibly experience when [they] [realize] the permanency
of [their] actions." Similarly, there should not be a requirement that the
minor victim presently suffers serious emotional distress in a secondary
sexting case. Having this broad protection will allow more victims to be
protected and will prevent the harms of sexting. Further, this attribute will
address critics' concerns with the California revenge porn statute.

With respect to First Amendment concerns and a new statutory
regime, because minors are involved, there should be no constitutional
protection for images produced of minors that are nude or partially nude,
similar to the constitutional exception for child pornography. Further, as
similar to the California revenge porn statute, the photos protected should
be those "under circumstances where the parties agree or understand that
the image shall remain private," constituting a reasonable expectation of
privacy. In the event a reasonable expectation of privacy cannot be
established, the secondary distributor would risk being charged under
child pornography laws rather than the new regime. A majority of sexts
have an expectation of privacy as they are sent as a way to "flirt" or
"liven" up a current relationship. Therefore, having this expectation of
privacy requirement will address the majority of sexting instances.

B. NEW STATUTORY REGIME ADDRESSES TEEN SextING HARMS

The proposed statutory regime would most importantly address the
harms of minors sexting. The first minor sexting harm that society is
trying to prevent is damage to job security and future employment
opportunities. By applying the proposed statutory regime based
primarily on revenge porn statutes, the distributor will be discouraged
from showing or sending the photo to unintended recipients. Further,
many people do not know that their actions can be charged under child
pornography and therefore, a statutory regime based around the concept of
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revenge porn is more readily understandable as a potential repercussion to their action than the foreign idea of being charged with child pornography.211

The next sexting concern is that minors could face harassment, exploitation, and bullying from widespread distribution of nude images to unintended recipients.212 In terms of harassment and bullying, a statutory regime based primarily on revenge porn legislation would reduce this harm as it would curb the incentive for the intended recipient to send the image to other people. For exploitation, many minors who produced the photo themselves and sent it to an intended recipient can be subject to exploitation by the recipient because there is no recourse for them if the photo is distributed.213 However, with the new statutory regime, there would be a clear ramification, and therefore, victims will be less likely to be exploited by the recipient of the photo as there are known consequences.

Additionally, a main harm of sexting that the legal community is trying to avoid is the photo getting into the child-pornography market.214 The new statutory regime would, similar to a revenge porn statute, reduce the distribution of photos.215 Therefore, predators in the child pornography market would not have an opportunity to gain access to the photo as it would not be as readily distributed.

Finally, addressing sexting harms will not only address the harms to the primary sexting actor, but also provide a fair punishment to the secondary sexting actor. In many cases, teens who have been prosecuted under child pornography laws, like Philip Alpert, were subjected to registering as sex offender.216 Charging and convicting those who distribute pictures vengefully against the consent of the producer, should be exposed to criminal punishment, but an appropriate one, which is the proposed statutory regime based primary on revenge porn statutes.

C. EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS OF THE NEW STATUTORY REGIME IS NECESSARY AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL

Although a new statutory regime based primarily on revenge porn
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legislation can directly address the harms of sexting, there must be education at the high school level to effectively reduce the incidents of sexting. Schools have “an important role to play in the prevention and deterrence” of sexting.\textsuperscript{217} Empirical evidence has shown that educational programs in school, such as D.A.R.E.—a drug education program—have been successful in reducing drug incidents.\textsuperscript{218} Similarly, a program can be introduced to reduce the harms of sexting and educate about the new statutory regime. Schools should make students aware of the consequences of sexting and how the new statutory regime can affect their actions.\textsuperscript{219} Students should first be educated about sexting generally and have a clear understanding of what constitutes sexting, and then be educated on the harms related to sexting.\textsuperscript{220}

Educating about sexting generally will reduce the amount of sexting by individuals or primary sexting because minors will be more aware of the associated harms.\textsuperscript{221} Further, because the new regime is based primarily on revenge porn, which is a recent legislative response that has generally been focused on adults, minors most likely are unaware of what constitutes revenge porn and the legislation in response to revenge porn. If minors are aware that they could be criminally charged, it will likely reduce the amount of secondary texting. By implementing an educational initiative to combat sexting and educating about potential charges, students will be more aware that their actions have consequences and the number of incidents of sexting among minors will be reduced.

VI. CONCLUSION

There has been much controversy over how to deal with the new phenomenon of sexting and the confusion has been evident in the legal system.\textsuperscript{222} Some states have addressed the phenomenon by charging and convicting under child pornography laws, and some states have charged under child pornography laws but come up with alternative solutions to convicting such as education, while other states have amended legislation
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to specifically address sexting. A more recent phenomenon, which is linked to sexting and has been designed to address adults, is the criminality of revenge porn. The proposed solution to address the harms of minors sexting is a new statutory regime based primarily on revenge porn statutes while including the intent aspects of child pornography laws. Specifically, the new statutory regime encompasses minors, applies to all forms of media distribution, pertains to all types of victims, and, specifically for minors, does not require a specific intent or the victim to suffer severe emotional distress. This gives states an opportunity to address the harms of minors sexting while giving a more appropriate punishment.
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